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Hello again and welcome to the October edition of Airscrew. No doubt like me, you are suffering 

from flying withdrawal due to this recent run of crap weather. I have been making the most of being 

ground-bound by bringing routine servicing forward, as much as is practical, ensuring the aircraft is 

ready to fly as soon as a good weather window presents itself. Also, if time permits, it’s probably 
worth reviewing the aircraft and personal documentation, to ensure insurance, permit and logbooks 

are up to date. I have read that the CAA ‘enforcers’ are on the prowl, doing spot checks on aircraft 
and personal documentation on visiting pilots. I carry copies of all documentation in a pack which 

stays permanently in the aircraft, just in case! I flew down to Popham on Sunday to the ‘Last fly in of 
the season’. There were lots of interesting aircraft and I was even privileged to be allowed entry to a 

visiting Beech 18, which had flown down from Coventry. I have attached a few pictures below, see if 

you can guess who manufactured the ‘freelance’, complete with tail skid wheel !! Oh and before I 

forget, I must mention that as the Barbie season is over, we will soon be returning to our club 

meetings at the Flying shack, Gloucester Airport. Watch out for bulletins and the website for details. 

Trev the Editor. Contact trev.kate@btinternet.com or 01453511141.  
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    Beech 18 ‘Office’ 

 

 

             The ‘Freelance’ ?? 

 



 

   A wheel on the tail but not a tailwheel ! 

 

    A good old Auster 

Another Gotcha ? 

With the implementation of Sera.13001, with effect from 17 October, it will be illegal to have a 

serviceable transponder in your aircraft and not have it switched on! 

Thanks to John Hamer for spotting that one. 



 

 

October – Back to the Shack. 

Yet another bad flying month with the tail of various storms hitting the British Isles. We are already into 

snatching what we can when we can. 

Don’t forget, as agreed we will resume the winter meetings at the Flying Shack in October.  This 

month it is early and will take place on Wednesday 18th OCTOBER. 

 

Fairford – What’s this then? - Picture 3. 

As I said last month I will drop odd pictures into my piece for the Airscrew and roll these into the Xmas 

comp. This is number 3. Clue – splash and dash. 

 

 

Older and Elderly Pilots by Bill Austin 

The October issue of GASCO Flight Safety Extra contains an article titled “Elderly Pilots” by Nigel 
Everett. It is quite a long article and the title might put you off reading it. However, it is worth a read 

by all pilots as the points made in the article apply universally. Younger pilots will have covered 

much of this in their “Human Performance and Limitations” exam – older pilots have possibly never 

taken any such exam so Nigel’s suggested personal check list appears on the following page. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


